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1. Let Q denote the functor, defined by Dyer and Lashof [6], which to any space X 
associates the limit QX = b, W C”(X), with the direct limit topology. The particular 
space QS” = l& WS” has special interest in connexion with (i) the general theory of infinite 
loopspaces, (ii) the theory of spherical fibrations (see for example [7, 10, 111). In this paper I 
shall investigate the K-theory of QS’, concentrating-by analogy with the &‘ ordinary” hom- 
ology-on the homology theory K* with finite coefficients. In subsequent papers, I shall use 
this result as the starting point for finding the K-theory of some of the fashionable stable 
fibration “ groups”-G, PL, Top-and of their classifying spaces. I am grateful to Graeme 
Segal for suggesting substantial improvements to the proofs in the original version of this 
paper. 
2. K* is, as usual, the representable cohomology theory defined by the spectrum BU; 
K* denotes the corresponding homology theory [12]. Each of these defines an associated 
theory with coefficients in Z/n (n > l), which is multiplicative [2]; these are written K*( ; .72/n), 
K*( ; Z/n). The H-space structure of QS” (as a loopspace) induces a product on 
K*(QSO; Z or 7/n), 
and my main result (Theorem 1) is a description of the rings KJQS’; Z/p’) forp prime; the 
diagonal in the Hopf algebra structure is also given implicitly. 
3. The starting point is a relation due to Dyer, Lashof and others [6,9] between QS” 
and the symmetric groups G,, (n = 0, 1, 2 , . . .). Let BG, denote the disjoint union u,, BG,, . 
This becomes an H-space under the products 40,~: BG, x BG, --t BEI,+, induced by 
C x G1--+%+1 in the usual way. There is an N-map u: BG, -+ QS” sending BG, into the 
component (QS’), of maps of degree n. u is “ stably” an equivalence in homolo,oy in the 
following sense. Let n, E H,(B6,) be a generator (homology with coefficients Z or Z/n). 
Then 
THEOREM (Dyer-Lashof). u*(ui) is invertibk in the Pontrjagin ring H,(QS’) and the 
induced homomorphism H,(BG,)[q-'1 + H.JQS’) is an isomorphism. 
(From this we can deduce that, if BG, denotes h, BG,, then 
&(QS’) z H,(BG, x Z) 
as a ring, and similarly H*(QS’) z H*(BG, x Z).) 
4. If we now apply the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences, which converge strongly 
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since all homology groups of G’,, QS” are finite f3, $41, we obtain characterizations of the 
K-theory of C&S’. Let ~2~ be regarded as a class in K,,(BC’,) via the embedding of H, as a 
direct snmmand in X0 15, p. 1307. Then the theorem implies 
PKJ~OSITI~X I. II indtrces isomorphisms (where the coefficients are either Z or Z/n), 
K*(QSO) z K*(BG*)[q - ‘1 = K*(BG, x Z), 
K*(Qso) = K*(BG, x Z). 
5. We know the K-theory of classifying spaces of finite groups from Atiyah 131, and we 
therefore now have a way in to finding that of OS’. K*(BG,; Z) is the completed representa- 
tion ring .R(GJn. From this we can deduce, using the universal coefficient theorems of 
Anderson [I] and the fact that the homology of BG, is infinite in each dimension, 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) K,(BC,; Z/p’) g Hom,(R(G,)“, Z/p”> = Hom,(R(G,), Z/p’) where 
Hiom, denofes the group of continrroxs homomorphisms oJ topological groups (1(6,)-adic 
iopolog~). 
(ii) K,(BG,; Z) = 0, K,(B G,; Z) z Hom,(f(G,), C&Q> (character group of I(G,,)). 
(iii) K,(BG,; Z/p’) Z K,(BG’,; Z)/p’ . K,(BG,; Z). 
Here Hom,(R(G,), Z/p’) c IIom(R(G,), Z/p’) = Hom(R(G,), ;2) $9 Z/p’, since R(G,) is 
finitely generated and free. 
6. The ring R, = Q, I-Iom(R(G,), H), with the product induced by the maps qPkl (93), 
was studied by Atiyah [4, $11, who obtained a structure theorem. Under a map defined in 
[4], R* is identified with I&, Z[t,, . . . , t,,]‘*, the stable ring of symmetric functions in inde- 
terminates ti of degree I. It is therefore a polynomial ring Z[c,, c2, , . .] where the cI’s are 
the elementary symmetric functions. Proposition 2 tells us, in these terms, that K,,(BG,; 
Z/p’) is the subring of continuous eIements in R, @ Z/p’ = Z/‘p’(c,, c2,. . .]. Our most 
interesting result characterizes these elements. 
PROPOSITION 3. There exist elements (@,,) (s = 0, I, 2,. . .) in R,, wifh 8, E 
Hom(R(GP), H), such t/zat the continuous subalgebra Ko(BG,; ;2/pr) in .I?, @I Z/p’ is equal 
to the polynomial algebra Z/p’&, oP, O,, . . .I. 
7. Proposition 3 gives us the structure of K*( OS’, Z/p’). Proposition 2, part (ii) can be 
localized at p to give K,(BG,; HP) E Hom,(1(G,), Q/H,) = lim r Horn, (1{6,), Z/p”). But 
Proposition 3 implies that this is a direct sum of copies of h, Z/p’=Z/p*. Hence by (local- 
ized} Proposition 2 (iii), 
K,(BB,; Z/p’) = Hom,(l(G,), QjZ,)/pr. Hom,(l(G,), Q/Z& = 0. 
Hence if we use U* to transfer elements from BG, to QS’, we can deduce 
THEOREM 1. K*(QS’; Z/p’) = Z,$‘[8,, 0, -‘, 0, , Bpt, . . . , Bps, . . .]. (That II* maps 8, to 
the element in Ko(QSo; Z/p’) which we have called a,, is obvious.) 
5. It remains to prove Proposition 3. For this we first need to define a new basis for the 
ring R, @ Z/p’, which we shall call R&‘) for simphcity. Let cr, = xtik be the kth power sum 
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in R,. Define 0, E Horn (R(G,), Z) c R, inductively by 
Gr = 01; cn = c d * ep. 
din 
(1) 
Equivalently, if we let a, denote the nth elementary symmetric function in the ti’s, (1) 
implies 
c (- I)“u,x” = fi (1 - 8, x”) in R,[x] 
II=1 
(2) 
-both sides are equal to the product ni (1 - rix). From (2) we see that CI, - 8, is a poly- 
nomial in el, . . . . 8,_1 so that the B’s form a set of polynomial generators for R,. 
9. Proposition 3 characterizes the continuous elements in R,(p’). To prove it we need 
to show (i) that 0,* is continuous for all k and (ii) that any element of R,(p’) which is not a 
polynomial in the Qpk’s is discontinuous. An element x E R&p’), = Hom(R(G,,), Z/p’) is con- 
tinuous if and only if it annihilates (Z(G;,))” for some n. If we write 
A: Ran -+ R&f), 0 R&f)m 
for the diagonal, dual to the representation ring product, then the above condition is 
implied by: the iterated diagonal A”(x) annihilates @“(I(G,)) for some n. The annihilator of 
I(G,,,), though, is precisely the set of all multiples of 8,” = clrn (evaluation at the unit element 
of G, , by [4, $11). Hence if we define 11: R*(p% + R,(p’), to be the endomorphism which 
sends elm to zero and fixes every other monomial in the B’s, we have immediately: 
LEMMA 1. .x E R&f), annihilates (Z(G,,,))” if and onIy ry (@“q)A”x = 0. Another way of 
stating this is that, if A”x is written in terms of the 8’s, it is a sum of tensor products each of 
which has one tensor factor equal to elm. 
10. Now we can prove the statement (i) above, i.e. that O,, is continuous. The diagonal 
in R,(p’), can be computed on the basis of $S. We start from the fact that, by [4, $11, the 
map ~~ from R(G,) to Z/p’ is the evaluation of the character on an m-cycle, followed by 
reduction mod pr. So G, is multiplicative, and A(a,) = CJ,,, @ G,,, . Now in the particular case 
when n = p’ (1) becomes : 
In the terminology of [S, p. 
diagon& make R,(f) into 
Gpk = elpk + . ’ ’ + pkepk. (3) 
1751, ~~~ is the kth Witt polynomial in the 0’s. Since the given 
a (nonconnected) Hopf algebra, we can deduce that 
(A(e,>y + . . . + pkd(epk) = Gpk @ Gpk. (4) 
From (4) we can in principle find A(@,,) for each k; we have A(0,) = .Q1 0 Or, A(0,) = 
epoe,p+e,v3ep+pePc3ep, and subsequent more complicated formulae (which can 
also be used, with Proposition 2, to give the diagonal in K,(QS’)). To prove 0,, continuous, 
though, it is sufficient to do the following. First reduce formula (4) mod p’+‘; wt find that 
Ate,,) - epk 0 e,p* - by+ 0 epk 
is equal modp to a polynomial in or, . . . , Opk_ ,. Hence an inductive argument on k shows 
that we can find n large enough so that (@“~)A”Opr = 0 mod p’. (n depends on r as well 
as on k.) 
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11. A more illuminating but longer proof of the continuity of 0,* can be obtained as 
follows. Notice that for any group G, Hom(R(G), Z/p’) is a covariant functor of G, and iff 
is a group homomorphism, Hom(R(f), Z/pr) sends continuous elements to continuous 
elements. Now, if G is a p-group, the Z(G)-adic topology of f(G) is the p-adic topology, by 
[3, Proposition 6.133; hence all homomorphisms R(G) -+ Z/p’ are continuous. It is therefore 
enough to prove that B,k is induced under the inclusion of the Sylow p-subgroup (2+), into 
G,*. The proof of this can be constructed in the following steps. 
(i) crpk is induced under the inclusion of a cyclic subgroup Z/p” in G+. (This does 
not amount simply to the fact that CT~~ for GP* is evaluation on a generator of 
Z/p”, since characters of Z/p” are not necessarily integer-valued.) If 
{u’}(i = 0, 1 ) . . ..pk - 1) 
are the standard basis of R(Z/pk) and {n,*} are the dual basis, then ~~~ is the image 
under the inclusion of [lo* - u;~- ,. 
(ii) From the above, a monomial in the cpi’s (i < k) is induced from an abelian 
p-subgroup of 6,k under the inclusion, and so from a Sylow p-subgroup. 
(iii) If Z, denotes the integers localized at p, the map 
HomUM+),), HP) -, Hom(R(+), z,) 
is a split monomorphism, by using restriction and corestriction between group 
and subgroup. Hence its image is a direct summand. But from the formula (4) 
inductively, pkOpk is in the image; as 0,, is also. Now reduce mod p. 
12. It remains to prove statement (ii) of $9: that polynomials in the Opk’s are the only 
continuous elements. For this we need some notation. For any multi-index I= (ii, . . . , 4) 
where ii, . . . . ik are positive integers, let 0, denote the product Oi, . . . Oi, as usual. The 8,‘s 
form a module basis for R,(p’). Next let U be the set of all multi-indexes I for which all ij’s 
are powers of p, i.e. such that Br is in Z/p’[O,, 8,) BPz, . . .]. Then the statement (ii) can be 
re-phrased: 
LEMMA 2. If {a,} are coefficients in Z/p’, then c a,0, is discontimrow unless al = 0 
whenecer I $ U. 
To prove this first note that for any group G all continuous homomorphisms R(G) + 
Z/p’ must vanish on the kernel of the composite 
R(G) -+R(G)^ = Z@I(G)^ -Z@I(G),^ 
where I(G),” is the p-adic component of the profinite group I(G)“. Now Proposition 6.10 
of [3] localized at p (i.e. applied to R(G),) implies that this kernel consists of all characters 
of G which vanish on the elements of p-power order. 
Now let 1 a, Br in R*(p’), be continuous, and suppose for some 1 not in U that a, # 0. 
Choose a character x E R(G,) such that (as maps into Z) Q,(x) = 1, and 8,(z) = 0 whenever 
J # I. Then O,(;/) = 0 for all J in U, and so by formula (3) G,(X) = 0 for all J in U. 
But now ifJ = (pit,. . . , pi”) E U, G,(X) is the value of x on an element with cycle decom- 
position (pit, . . . , p’“). We have shown, therefore, that x vanishes on all such elements of 
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‘= “,,, , i.e. on all elements ofp-power order. Hence, by the above (since 2 a1 0, is continuous), 
C al G,(x) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
13. Among other interesting questions which arise from Theorem 1, we can ask whether 
(i) the elements ~9~’ can be interpreted (as in homology) as coming from homology operations 
of ” Dyer-Lashof type ” [6] ; and (ii) the rings K,(QX; Z/p’) are generally functors of 
K,(X; Z/p’) (again as in homology)-and if so, what functors. The questions are related, but 
not equivalent. I hope to return to them in a subsequent paper. 
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